Transportation and Horse Power
History Facts/Reading:
Power Point
Program Theme Report

Geography Maps:
No map

Math:
James Watt calculated the formula for horse power. He determined this formula by watching the
difference in how horses could pull things heavy or light, and fast or slow.
1. Mark’s horse could pull a cart with 500 pounds of flour from the store to his house without any
problem. When Mark loaded the cart with 750 pounds of flour, the horse could only make it ½
of the way to Mark’s house from the store. If Mark lived 13 miles from the store, how far could
the horse go with 750 pounds of flour? 13 / 2 = 6.5 or 6 ½ miles
2. A stagecoach needed to go from Amarillo to Canyon in 45 minutes. If the stagecoach could
make it from Amarillo to Canyon in 3 hours with 2 horses, how many horses would it need to
make it in the 45 minute time limit? 3 hours x 60 minutes each = 180 minutes, 180 minutes / 45
minutes = 4 , 2 horses + 4 horses = 6 horses OR 2 horses can pull it in 180 minutes, add 2
horses and that splits the time in half to 90 minutes , add 2 more and spits it in half again,
making it 45 minutes = total of 6 horses
3. Horses helped build the railroad by carrying lumber across the land to build the tracks. If a team
of horses had to pull 1000 pounds of lumber over 20 miles and made the trip in one day, how
long would it take them to pull 500 pounds of lumber the next day going on the same route?
500 = 1000/2, one day = 24 hours, 24 hours/2 = 12 hours, 12 hours = ½ day

Vocabulary/Spelling:
Transportation - a facility consisting of the means and equipment necessary for the movement of
passengers or goods

Benefit – an advantage
Domesticated - To train an animal to live in a human environment and be of use to humans
Infatuation – a passion
Engineer – a professional person trained in design, planning, or constructing anything mechanic in
nature
Commercialized – organized for financial gain
Remuda - A herd of horses from which ranch hands select their mounts
Asset - A valuable item that is owned
Destination – the place to which one is going

Science:

Physics - The Horse and Wagon Explained
(No Friction Case)
Students should be able to grasp Newton's Laws of Motion and their application.
Answers should be similar to: "The wagon moves because it's attached to the horse." or "If the
horse pushes harder on the ground than the wagon pulls on the horse, then the wagon
accelerates."

The Key
Even though a complete answer to the Horse and Wagon Question can get rather involved, a
clear explanation only hinges on a couple of simple points:


An object accelerates (or not) because of the forces that push or pull on it. (Newton's
2nd Law)



Only the forces that act on an object can cancel. Forces that act on different objects
don't cancel - after all, they affect the motion of different objects!

The Forces - No Friction
The diagram at right shows the
horizontal forces that act on the
horse, the wagon, and the earth. The
convention for drawing the forces in
the diagram is:


The force is drawn as an arrow
pointing in the direction of the
force.



The force is drawn on the object getting pushed or pulled.



The force is labeled with the object doing the pushing or pulling.

For example, the yellow arrow labeled "wagon" is a force exerted by the wagon on the horse.
The blue arrow labeled "horse" is a force exerted by the horse on the ground.

What are the Newton's Third Law Force Pairs?
The two forces colored yellow in the diagram are a Newton's Third Law force pair - "horse pulls
wagon" and "wagon pulls horse". They are equal in magnitude and opposite in direction.
The two forces colored blue in the diagram are a Newton's Third Law force pair - "horse pushes
ground" and "ground pushes horse". They are also equal in magnitude and opposite in
direction.

Why does the wagon accelerate?
Newton's 2nd Law says that an object accelerates if there is a net (unbalanced) force on it.
Looking at the wagon in the diagram above, you can see that there is just one force exerted on
the wagon - the force that the horse exerts on it. The wagon accelerates because the horse
pulls on it! The amount of acceleration equals the net force on the wagon divided by its mass
(Newton's Second Law).

Why does the horse accelerate?
There are 2 forces that push or pull on the horse in the diagram above. The wagon pulls the
horse backwards, and the ground pushes the horse forward. The net force is determined by the
relative sizes of these two forces.

If the ground pushes harder on the horse than the
wagon pulls, there is a net force in the forward
direction, and the horse accelerates forward.

If the wagon pulls harder on the horse than the
ground pushes, there is a net force in the backward
direction, and the horse accelerates backward. (This
wouldn't happen on level ground, but it could
happen on a hill...)

If the force that the wagon exerts on the horse is the same size
as the force that the ground exerts, the net force on the horse
is zero, and the horse does not accelerate.
In any case, the acceleration of the horse equals the net force on the horse divided by the
horse's mass (Newton's Second Law).

Why does the ground push on the horse, anyway?
The force "ground pushes horse" is the Newton's Third Law reaction force to "horse pushes
ground". These 2 forces are exactly the same size. If the horse wants the ground to push him
forward, he just needs to push backwards on the ground.
These two forces do not cancel because they act on different objects. The force "ground pushes
horse" tends to accelerate the horse, and the force "horse pushes ground" tends to accelerate
the ground.

What about the ground?
Looking at the force diagram at the top of the page, you see that there is one horizontal force
pushing on the ground - the horse pushes on the ground. Therefore, there is an net force on the
ground, so the ground should accelerate. Does it?
Of course it does! However the amount of acceleration equals the size of the net force divided
by the mass of the Earth - and the mass of the earth is about 6 x 1024 kg. This means that the
acceleration of the ground is much, much too small to notice.

Summary:
So, it is possible for horses to pull wagons! It is true that the force that the horse exerts on the
wagon is the same size as the force that the wagon exerts on the horse, but these forces do not
combine to produce a zero net force. The force exerted on the wagon (by the horse) affects the
motion the wagon, and the force exerted on the horse affects the motion of the horse.
http://www.batesville.k12.in.us/Physics/PhyNet/Mechanics/Newton3/HorseAndCart2.html

